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1.0 INTRODUCTION
ITT Aerospace/Optical Division has completed NASA Contract
NAS 5-21112 which was to provide a design study, to design, to
develop, to fabricate and to test a three-channel scanning radi-
ometer. The instrument was flown on the GSFC Nimbus 5 Satellite
and measured infrared energy in the 8.3-9.3 micron, 10.2-11.2
micron and 0.8-1.1 micron spectral regions. Instrument parameters
are shown in Fig. 1.0-1.
The scope of work includes:
a. The design study, design, fabrication and
assembly of an Engineering Model, a Proto-
type Model, and a Flight Model instrument.
b. The generation of acceptance test procedures,
ground support and test equipment.
c. The qualification testing of the instrument.
d. The field engineering as required for ex-
periment-spacecraft integration, testing and
launch support.
This report provides a description of the SCMR Flight Model
instrument and contains theoretical discussions of the instrument
subassemblies. Operational details of the mechanical and electrical




SURFACE COMPOSITION MAPPING RADIOMETER
PARAMETERS
PRIMARY MODE - MEASUREMENT OF "RESTSTRAHLEN" EFFECT TO IDENTIFY
SURFACE MINERAL COVER.
SECONDARY MODE - I.R. MAPPING OF EARTH SURFACE
SIZE 22.25" L x 9" W x 17.68" H
WEIGHT 51 POUNDS
POWER • 16.4 WATTS
LINE RATE • 10 LINES/SEC.
VIDEO PASSBAND- — 50 KHz
INFRARED BANDWIDTH
CHANNEL 1 8.3 - 9.3 MICRONS
CHANNEL 2 10.2 - 11.2 MICRONS
VISIBLE BANDWIDTH 0.8 - 1.1 MICRONS
INSTANTANEOUS FIELD OF VIEW 0.6 MILLIRAD
GROUND RESOLUTION AT SUBSATELLITE
POINT 0.41 MILES
NOISE EQUIVALENT TEMP DIFFERENCE
(NET) (280°K) 0.3 K (GOAL)
1.0°K . (REQUIRED)
PEAK SIGNAL/RMS NOISE RATIO 52 DB
OPTICS SIZE 8 INCH
OPTICS SPEED f/.82
DETECTOR TEMPERATURE 115°K
NUMBER OF COMMANDS ; 16
NUMBER OF TM POINTS 22
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2.0 INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION
The Nimbus E High Resolution Surface Composition Mapping
Radiometer (SCMR) is a three channel radiometrically calibrated
scanning radiometer. Two narrow IR spectral bands, 8.3 ym to
9.3 ym and 10.2 ym to 11.2 ym, are utilized to measure the thermal
emission of igneous rocks which exhibit the reststrahlen effect.
The third channel, 0.8 ym to 1.1 ym, is a near IR channel used for
cloud mapping and albedo measurements. The SCMR also produces
strip maps of the Earth and seas in all three channels simultane-
ously by rotation of the field of view in a plane normal to the
spacecraft velocity vector. The multispectral data which is
separated by dichroic beam splitters, is registered channel to
channel within a single instantaneous field of view (0.6 milli-
radians).
Figure 2.0-1 indicates the absorbtion of ozone as measured
by Chaney, et al1 against a 290 K blackbody, together with the
calculated spectrum for solid samples of granite and dunite both
at 290 K, with emissivities determined from the results of Hovis
and Callahan2. The relative spectral position of the two SCMR
IR channels used to measure the reststrahlen are also indicated.
The difference between the simultaneous radiance measurements made
in the two narrow band IR channels is used to determine the re-
lationship of acidic and ultra-basic compositions of the Earth's
surface.
Physically, the SCMR is 22.25 inches long, 9.00 inches
wide, and 17.68 inches high. The instrument weighs slightly
more than 50 pounds and uses 15 watts of power in the normal
operation mode. The SCMR consists of five basic modules. These
are the Baseplate Unit, the Scanner Module, Optics Module, Radiant
Cooler Module, and the Electronics Module (see Figure 2.0-2).
The Baseplate Unit is the basic structure to which the other
modules are mechanically referenced and coupled. The momentum
compensator and scan motor electronic drive circuits are contain-
ed within this structure. A reference blackbody which completely
fills the optical field of view is mounted on the top side of the
baseplate unit directly under the scan mirror. The blackbody is
thermally coupled to the baseplate unit and its temperature, while
monitored and telemetered, is not controlled.
1. L.W. Chaney, S.R. Drayson and C. Young, Appl. Opt.
6,347 1967.
2. W.A. Hovis, Jr.; L.R. Elaine and Wm. R. Callahan




























































The Scanner Module is comprised of the scanner mechanical
housing, the eliptically shaped beryllium scan mirror, the hys-
teresis synchronous scan and momentum compensator motors, and a
scan cavity sun shield.
The Optics Module consists of a modified 8 inch Dall-
Kirkham operating afocally at a speed of f/.92. .The beam diameter
is reduced from 8 inches to 1 inch. Spectral separation is accom-
plished by two beam splitters. The near IR detector and associated
preamplifier is contained within the optics module as are the beam
splitter and focusing lens assembly.
The Radiant Cooler Assembly is comprised of a thermally
isolated housing, a truncated pyramid cooling "cone" around
which is an apron for radiation of heat to space. The cone walls
are optically polished, hard coated, and finished with evaporated
gold. The cone is thermally isolated from the housing and optical
ports sealed off with irtran windows close off the cone from all
but the optical radiative inputs. Located in the truncation plane
and centered within the cooling "cone" is a radiative patch. Two
mercury cadmium telluride (HgCdTe) detector packages are mounted
on the patch which is thermally decoupled from the cooling cone.
The radiant cooler is designed to cool the patch under normal
operating conditions to =; 105K. The actual operating temperature
is regulated at 115K * O.IK giving a reserve capacity of about
10 K. Incorporated into the radiant cooler system are a number
of features dedicated to the prevention of condensation of con-
taminants on the cooled areas. The features include a deployable
Earth shield, cold traps, cone wall and patch heaters, and a dry
Gas Patch Purge System. Operational use of the cooler requires
the cooler be heated to - 30OK in vacuum for a period of time
sufficiently long enough to outgas water vapor and other contam-
inants which may be trapped within the instrument. The HgCdTe
detector preamplifiers are also located on the radiant cooler
housing. .
The Electronics Module contains the signal processing cir-
cuits, electronic calibration and sync circuits, digital to analog
telemetry conversion, and buffer interface circuitry. Normal
operation requires approximately 16 watts of power. The electronic
circuit boards are heat sinked to the electronics module frame
which is thermally isolated from the baseplate unit. The power
dissipated by the electronics is radiated to space by an attached
radiating panel that extends in front of the optical module and
has a view of space.
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Electrical Interface
The electrical interface requirements, in addition to commands
which are described in Section 7 of this report, are shown in
Table 2.0-1 ELECTRICAL INTERFACE.
A power profile for operational modes and power required for
decontamination modes are shown in Table 2.0-2. In the minimum
operational mode all telemetry circuits are functional as well





-24.5VDC (SEE FIG. 1.0-2.1 POWER PROFILE)
CLOCK REQUIREMENT
50 KHZ 5V.P.P. SQUAREWAVE
10 KHZ 5V.P.P. SQUAREWAVE
400 HZ 20V.P.P. TWO PHASE SQUAREWAVE
INTERFACE CONNECTORS
CONNECTOR NO. FUNCTION CONNECTOR TYPE




J5 . ANALOG TELEMETRY DBJ-25P
J6 POWER DEJ-9P
J7 DIGITAL TELEMETRY DAJ-15P





MINIMUM - MOTOR ON/MOTOR LOW POWER
NOMINAL - MOTOR ON/MOTOR LOW POWER/ELECTRONICS ON
















An outline drawing (ITT Dwg. #8113887) showing mechanical inter-
face of the SCMR instrument is included in this report as
Figure 2.0-3. The instrument is shown with outside dimensions
of 25.28 long x 11.5 wide x 17.68 high with the cover door closed.
The instrument weighs 51 Ibs. The e.g. is located on the drawing.
Uncompensated angular momentum will not exceed .01 ft. 16 sec.
based upon tolerances of the rotating masses. A momentum com-
pensator is included in the instrument to reduce the uncompensated
portion to .01 or less.
The view angle for the scanner is shown in this figure. When the
instrument is mounted on the spacecraft, 145 of scanner angle
as shown must be unobstructed. In addition, the following areas
listed below must be left open..
1. Area surrounding daylight calibration assembly
2. Area in front of radiant cooler including viewing
angle and path of cooler door deployment.
3. Radiating Panel.for cooling electronics.
4. Radiating Panel for cooling radiant cooler housing
5. Access area for filling patch purge system
Means is provided for attachment of a thermal blanket to the
exterior of the instrument after installation of the spacecraft.
This blanket was supplied by the spacecraft contractor and not
by ITT.
Built into the instrument is a purge system for flushing the
volume around the radiant cover patch with ultra-dry nitrogen
while in orbit. This system may be exercised during pre-launch
test but should be recharged prior to launch. A transducer is
installed in the system for measuring gas supply pressure.
The instrument is designed with 4 mounting feet. Mounting bolts
are 3/8-16. The four mounting feet are to be in thermal contact
with the spacecraft. A compensation heater of 8 watts capacity
is attached to the base plate and motor housing.
The motor and momentum compensator operated continuously--even
during launch. For further details on the thermal interface,
refer to SCMR Thermal Design Status and Effects on S/C Interface
by F. Florio of GE (PIR # 1R44-NE-554).
2-8
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3.0 INSTRUMENT FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 Optics
Radiation from the Earth or the internal calibration black-
body is reflected from the continuously rotating scan mirror
into the 8 inch diameter collecting telescope as shown in
Figure 3.0-1. The modified Dall-Kirkham telescope is
operated afocally at a speed of f/.92. The secondary mirror
of the telescope collimates the optical beam into a smaller
diameter which is 1 inch. The first dichroic beam.splitter
is thinly gold coated glass which transmits the near-infrared
radiation but reflects the 8 to 12 micron radiation. The
near infrared (0.8 to 1.1 m) beam passes through the dichroic
beam splitter and then through a long wavelength pass
(interference) filter and is then focused by use of a para-
bolic mirror onto a hybrid silicon detector/preamplifier
assembly. The parabolic mirror position is adjustable for
purposes of channel registration. The short wavelength beam
splitter is set at a 45 angle to the collimated 1 inch beam
and folds the beam at 90 to the telescope so that the long
wavelength radiation emerges through the side of the telescope
between the primary and secondary mirrors. The second IR
beam splitter is a multiple coated germanium substrate dichroic
again set at 45° to the 1 inch collimated beam. This beam
splitter transmits >80% of the radiation between 8.3 and 9.3ym
and reflects 98% or more of the radiation between 10.2 and
11.2ym. The spectrally separated 1 inch diameter beams are
focused on their respective detectors by a large (1 inch)
germanium focusing lens and a germanium aplanat lens in each
leg. The two long wavelength IR beams also pass through an
Irtran optical port window that separates the interior of the
radiant cooling cone from the cooler housing and then through
the narrow spectral band pass filters which are located on the
radiant patch with the detectors. The final aplanats speed the
total system operating speed to f/0.82 enabling the 0.6 milli-
radian field of view to be focused on the 0.10 mm by 0.10 mm
detectors.
IR Detectors
The IR detectors are located on a patch assembly shown in
Figure 3.0-2 as Item #1. The temperature of the patch assembly
is controlled by the electronics utilizing a sensing and
heating element located on the patch to minimize the detector
responsivity changes with temperature variations that would
occur due to heat load variations over an orbital period. The
temperature of the patch and the heat load variations are also
monitored and telemetered. Table 3.0-1 and 3.0-2 describes the
flight model IR detectors.
Bias for the detectors is provided by a regulated voltage source
generated by the detector pre-amplifiers. Figure 3.0-3 and
Figure 3.0-4 are graphs of D* vs bias current and responsivity as



















Test Results at 100°K
Resistance at 100°K
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Test Results at 100 K.
Resistance at 100°K
Power at Optimum Bias
Optimum Bias
Peak Spectral Response
D*bb (500,. 10KHz, 1)






2.67 x 1010 cm-Hz^w ~l
6.4 x 1010 cm-Hz^w"1
65,170 volts/watt
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Visible Detector
The near IR Channel Detector (0.80 to 1.10 microns) is a
silicon photodiode. The photodiode is packaged along with
a preamplifier in a TO-5 package with a window. Guard ring
construction is used to reduce leakage current and the unit
is similar to the EG&G Type HAD-130.
The effective focal length of the near infrared channel is
11.17 inches so' that a detector with a sensitive area of
0.0067" by 0.0067" is required to produce the IFOV of 0.6 m.,r.
by 0.6 m.r. This corresponds to an f-number of 1.39 for this
channel. The parabolic focusing mirror which focuses the
energy onto the silicon photodiode has a focal length of 1.39
inches and has an evaporated aluminum reflective- coating with
silicon monoxide protective overcoat. The near infrared filter
transmission characteristics are given in Figure 5.6-9,
p. 5-36; the coatings are proprietary to O.C.L.I. The beam-
splitter which reflects the two f^ ar infrared channels but trans-
mits the near infrared is a flat glass substrate with a thin
layer of gold evaporated on one side; characteristics are given
in Section 5.6.2, p. 5-26.
Measured data for Spectral Response, Noise, NEP and off-set
voltage for the SCMR Flight Model Detector is shown in Tables
3.0-5 and 3.0-6.
Signal Processing
Instrument signal processing of the IR data begins in the pre-
amplifier assembly which provides voltage gain, injects the
space clamp reference and injects a voltage calibration signal
to provide a means to monitor the stability of the voltage gain
of the amplifier stages. Restoration of the space clamp is ac-
complished once every rotation of the scanner and is held for
the duration of the scan.
Signal processing is completed in the post amplifier assembly
which provides additional gain, synchronization pulses, output
calibration for monitoring the stability of the spacecraft data
link and a low output impedance unity gain buffer to provide an
analog signal at the video interface connector with a line
structure as shown in Figure 7.1-2 of the Electrical system
description.
Visible Data Channel
Signal processing of the visible data begins in the visible pre-
amplifier which is an integral part of the visible detector
assembly. The detector assembly is illustrated in Figure 3.0-5.
Signal processing is completed in the visible post-amplifier
assembly in much the same manner as the IR data, the exception
being that in place of Blackbody Temperature telemetry, an internal
visible calibration target is inserted into the data line structure.
Visible analog data can be substituted for CH 1 SWL data of the
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The SCMR Scanner is shown schematically in Figure 4.0-1.
The scanner consists of a scan motor, shaft, bearings, mirror,
balance .weights, oil reservoir and housing.
The scan motor is an 80-pole hysteresis, synchronous motor
which rotates at 10 Hz. 'The motor drives the scan mirror directly
with no gear passes. It is a dual power level motor and develops
4.25 in. oz. torque at 24 Volts and 1.0 in. oz. torque at 15 Volts.
Torque curves for the serial number 003 motor used in the SCMR
Flight Model is shown in Figures 4.0-2 and 4.0-3.
Two different bearings are used in the scanner. A pre-
loaded duplex set is used on the mirror end of the shaft for
stability. On the motor end of the shaft, a single bearing is
used. The single bearing is allowed to float on the shaft in
order to compensate for differences in thermal expansion.
The SCMR Flight Motor Bearings are:
Duplex 8113937-2 Rev. B Serial No. 006
Single 8113936-1 Rev. B Serial No. 001A
Drawings of these bearings are shown in Figures 4.0-4 and
4.0-5, respectively. Both bearings were cleaned in hot chloro-
form and lubricated at GSFC in January of 1972. Data received
from GSFC indicates that the S/N 006 bearing retained 0.0354 gms
and .0343 gms of F-50 Versilube for the front and rear, respec-
tively. The S/N 001A bearing retained .0193 gms of F-50.
Jitter tests were run at ITT using the two bearings in
March 1972. Copies of the test printout are included in this
report as Table 4.0-1.
The momentum compensator used on the SCMR Flight Model was
S/N 002. This unit had been modified with the necessary design
changes required to withstand vibration tests (see SCMR Quarterly
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TABLE 4.0-1 BEARING JITTER
j.r,sr DALE, j -^o- /^
BEARING SER # 0 0 6
001A
•
NUMBER OF SAMPLES = 1 0 0
PEAK/PEAK JITTER = Sysec.
LINE/LINE JITTERysec # OF
0 ysec . ... i
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5.0 OPTICS DESCRIPTION
The SCMR optical subsystem is best described in the
Final Design Review report written by Person Optics and dated
June 15, 1972. This report is included in this report on the
following pages (Section 5.6).
A schematic illustration of the optical layout is given
in Figure 3.0-1 and a general description of the methods used to
focus the optical beam and divide it into the three channels is
given in Section 3.0 . The three spectral bands are 0.8 to 1.0
ym, 8.3 to 9.3 ym and 10.2 to 11.2 ym.
5.1 Technical Description
•
The optical system for the SCMR is catadioptric, collecting
with an afocal reflecting telescope and focusing with refractive
elements at the detectors. To project the required 0.6 by 0.6
milliradian field of view on the 0.10 mm by 0.10 mm square detec-
tor, a focal length of 167 mm, or 6.562 inches, is required,
indicating a total system operating at an effective f-number of
f/0.82.
The collecting telescope is a modified Dall-Kirkham con-
figuration operating afocally at a speed of f/0.92. It reduces
the beam diameter from 8 inches to 1 inch and folds the far
infrared beam to the side with the flat, transparent gold beam
splitter. The Dall-Kirkham type was chosen because of theoretical
performance over the limited field, ease of manufacture and
testing, and cost.
After separation spectrally by the infrared dichroic beam-
splitter outside the telescope, the 1 inch diameter beams are
focused on their respective detectors. Focusing was achieved by
moving the larger germanium focusing lens in each leg. The fo-
cusing lenses operate at about f/3.2. After passing through a
window and filter the beam is focused on the detector by a ger-
manium aplanat operating through a thin window.
Reflecting optics were manufactured of CERVIT for thermal
insensitivity. Cooler windows were made of Irtran II and lenses
and infrared dichroic of optical grade germanium, accurate to
1/10 wave at the wavelengths used. .
Housing of the primary telescope is critical because of the
f/numbers involved. An invar tube was used to separate the pri-
mary and secondary mirrors. More conventional materials were used
to house the focusing optics because of relative insensitivity to
temperature defocusing.
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The beam transmitted through the transparent gold beam-
splitter (between the primary and secondary telescope mirrors)
then passed through an optical filter, which transmitted energy
only for wavelengths longer than 0.8 ym. A parabolic mirror then
focused the energy onto the silicon detector which was insensitive
to energy with wavelengths greater than about 1.0 ym.
5.2 Flight Model Changes
Several changes were made to the flight model optical sub-
assembly in an attempt to increase the percentage of energy
collected within one geometric IFOV (instantaneous field of view).
These included:
1. Rework of the telescope mounting interface with the
instrument structure to eliminate distortions caused
by the original mounting arrangement,
2. Removal of the germanium wedges used in the 8.3 to
9.3 ym channel, and . : .
3. Repolish of the scan mirror to achieve a flatter re-
. fleeting surface. .
The telescope mount was changed to a three-point type
arrangement so that no stresses would be introduced into the
telescope mirrors or associated structure. This proved to be very
worthwhile and much smaller blur spot images were observed when
the telescope was firmly bolted into the instrument structure.
The germanium wedges used to register or align the two far
infrared channels were removed because it was possible to direct
the beam into the focusing germanium lenses at an angle consider-
ably off of the optical axes of these lenses using the wedges.
Instead, channel registration was accomplished by adjusting the
position of the focus lens in an X-Y plane normal to the lens
optical axis. Some vignetting could occur with this technique but
at least the optical beam would be parallel to the optical axis
as designed.
The scan mirrors were procured from Speedring Systems Div.
of Schiller Industries. They reported that the scan mirrors could
be polished flat within specification but that after setting for
a day or two the flatness had changed so that it was not within
specification. After several repolishee to restore the flatness,
and subsequent changes to out-of-spec flatness, they reported
that the stresses introduced by the balance weights attached to
the mirror were slowly relieving and causing the mirror to distort.
The flight model scan mirror was taken to Surfaces Finishes Inc.,
Addison, 111. for repolish since they had been doing some nice
polishing on metal parts for our radiant coolers. Surfaces Finishes
was able to polish a flatter reflecting surface on the mirror
than Speedring and it did not appear to change significantly with
time.
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In spite of the above changes, the performance of the
SCMR instrument (i.e. percentage signal from one geometric IFOV)
was approximately the same as that of the prototype model. The
conclusion was that the optical performance was limited by the
basic optical design. A review of the design was made by Person
Optics and is given in Section 5.6- A calculation of expected
energy collection is given in Section 5.5.
5.3 Final Optical Design Review
As part of the rework of the flight model optics, Person
Optics performed a reanalysis of the design. A copy of their
report is given on the following pages (Section 5.6).
5.4 Acceptance Test Procedure
A sununary of the SCMR flight model optics tests is shown in
TaBIe 5.4-1. * • .
The Optical Subassembly test procedures and measured re-
sults are given on the following pages.
5 . 5 Field of View
The instrument specification states that 85% of the energy
within one geometric IFOV shall fall on the detector sensitive
surface. For measurement purposes this was taken to mean that
the signal from the preamplifier (i.e. before electronic filter-
ing) when scanning a hot aperture equal to one IFOV located in
the focal plane of a 9.0 inch clear aperture diameter collimator
should be 85% as large as the signal from an aperture at least
five times larger (linear dimension) than one IFOV. This is a
very rigid test since such effects as detector time constant must
be insignificant.
It can be shown that on the basis of diffraction effects
only the signal from a one IFOV target will be approximately
87% (see ITT Technical Proposal for SCMR). This leaves practically
no manufacturing errors for optical element fabrication or mounting
errors. For a point source at infinity the energy in the central
diffraction disc (Airy circle) drops from 85% for a perfect op-
tical system to 68% for an optical system having a total "optical
path difference" of % A, the latter representing a well corrected
and manufactured system (see Modern Optical Engineering by Warren
J. Smith, McGraw-Hill Book Co., p. 298, 1966). Ferson Optical
Div. of Bausch and Lamb also estimated the expected energy in one
IFOV and state that 65% is a reasonable expectation (see next
section for their calculations). Thus, the measured value of
about 65% seems to be the best that could have been expected.
5^ 3
TABLE 5.4-1




SIZE OF TEST SOURCE
DIA. OF SOURCE WHEN IMAGED AT - FOCUS
OF TEST LENS (WITHOUT ABERRATIONS)
PRIMARY MIRROR ALIGNMENT
DIA. OF OBSERVED BLUR SPOT
ALLOWABLE MAX. DIA. OF BLUR SPOT
PENTHOUSE BORESIGHT (MAX. ALLOWABLE 15 min.)
























(1) THE TELESCOPE HAD THE IMPROVED THREE POINT MOUNTING
ARRANGEMENT.
(2). A TEST COLLIMATOR WITH A 12" DIAMETER PRIMARY MIRROR
AND 192" FOCAL LENGTH WAS USED IN PLACE OF THE 8"
DIA., 84" F.L. MIRROR IN ORDER TO PROVIDE A SMALLER
TEST SPOT OF LIGHT.
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5.5.1 FOV Calculations by Person Optics
A series of diffraction response calculations were run and
results at various wavelengths from 8.0 to 11.0 microns were plot-
ted. From these point source results calculations were made to
predict field of view response.
The system, with a clear aperture of 202.6 mm, has a focal
length of 166.7 mm. The nominal 0.6 milliradian field of view
subtends 0.100 mm, or 100 microns.
The optical subsystem consists of an afocal reflecting tele-
scope, whose performance can be measured visually, and refracting
optics opaque to visible radiation, which remain unknown until
IR performance is measured.
The entire optical system theoretically is about % A. at 10y,
and predicted performance shows several clear diffraction rings.
Field images are essentially the same as axial over the small
field. The general image has all of its energy in 40y diameter
and 70% within 18y diameter at 10y wavelength. The polychromatic
nature of the radiation tends to smooth the diffraction rings into
a triangular form of energy distribution.
Assume for estimation purposes that the theoretical image
has an even distribution and a 40y diameter. This will give the
one-dimensional field of view a trapezoidal shape.0.140 mm wide
at the base and '0.060 mm wide at the top. This would throw about
10% of the energy out of the 0.100 mm field. When projected on a
square format, the percent response reduces to 80.5% due to losses
in the other direction as well.
The introduction of errors in the reflecting telescope adds
to the system final blur circle. Assume here a circular blur of
0.003 inch diameter as seen in the 3% inch test lens through the
8.0 power telescope. The angular blur is then
0.003 inch
.- 3h inches X 8 U
This is equivalent to a 19y blur in the final image plane. Assum-
ing a 59y blur at system focus this gives 72.7% response.
Adding degradation from the additional dichroics, folding
mirrors, and germanium optics, a reasonable field of view response
would seem to be in the order of 65%.
5-5
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PERSON OPTICS
1.0 SCMR' Oi'TICAL SUBSYSTEM DES1TA' PERFORMANCE PREDICTIONS
The opt :i. en!' design consists of an a focal reflecting Dall-Kirkham
telescope of eight inch aperture operating at eight power feed-
ing a visible channel and two infra-red channels. The IR
channel:; are folded out by dichoric beamsplitters and focus on
small detectors through germanium lenses.
To keep the detectors as small as possible the system operates
at an effective focal ' length' of 6.5- inches, about f/0.82. This
is accomplished by aplanatic elements close to focus.
The afocal telescope design prediction is about .02 milliradians
equivalent blur in object space. It is aligned at assembly to
as close to parallel as. the components permit.-, generally. .002"
.blur at an equivalent 25" focal length, or .08 milliradians.
The germanium optics are designed with a slight'residual spheri-
cal aberration, keeping curves and mounting sensi.tiviti.es of the
first germanium Jens low. The aplanat adds very little aber-
ration. Total system aberration prediction is about .0006"
diameter blur from geometric aberrations, comparing with a
diffraction size of .00062" at 8y and .00078" diameter at lOy.
The system, then, if .properly aligned, should give performance
close to the diffraction limit. Chromatic aberration is
ncg]igible.
Assuming the system has a total blur diameter of .0006", opti-
mistic because of diffraction effects, 90.95 of the energy from
within the field of view falls on the detector. Using the more
5-7
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reasonable diameter of .0008", equivalent to 10p radiation,
this- decreases to about 88.7^. Obviously performance close to
the diffraction limit is required. A geometric .blur of .0008"
diameter in the ..final image plane is well within manufacturing
tolerances.
2
-° COOLHR THERMAL EFFECTS
The optical elements in the detector vicinity are cooled to
about 110°K during operation. Thermal runs were made to
evaluate predicted performance, considering the changes in
material index-, mechanical spacing, thickness, and radii of
curvature. Index shifts and linear coefficients of expansion
were taken from "Properties of Infra-red Sensor Materials" by
Caren, ct 'al, MATERIAL RESEARCH AND STANDARDS,.June 1971.
The chief effect of the thermal simulation was defocussing
caused by curve and index shifts in the germanium aplanat.
Left unfocusscd, these generated a smooth defocus giving a .0030
diameter blur. To correct this the airspace between the focus-
ing lens and aplanat was changed, .011" longer. With the
refocus no detectable difference in performance between this
condition and nominal design was noted. The effective focal
length shifted .066 longer -, or by about 1.0%. Chromatic,
spherical and field aberrations were identical. . .
If the system were focussed with the aplanat at room temperature
and used with it cooled, there, would be a definite focus problem
. Tlu; 1)1 ur circle changes about .0001" diameter for every 10°K
change in detcctor/aplanat temperature. If the bench cooler,
5-8
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tost chamber cooler, and actual projected temperature are
within 30°K the blur will be less thai! half the diffraction
limit. At present the cooled detector is used, indicating no
real problem on,SCMR.
A general result of this study indicates that precise measure-
ment of TR focal positions using uncooled detectors in the
opt.:ical laboratory is subject to error due to thermal defocus-
si rig when a cooled aplana.t is used. The difference from
nominal could be computed and used to rcfocus, or some focus
•/adjustment should be retained on future similar systems.
3.0' TEST 1-QU^PHP.NT PERFORMANCE EFFECTS
If the system, with its focal length of 5.5 inches, is checked
by a long focal length collimator, perhaps 190" BFL, the
defects of the collimator are demagnified by the ratio of the
focal lengths. If the 190" collimator has a .00.5" diameter
blur, the equivalent blur in the IR focal plane is
.005" x |^--j- =. .0001/1" . •'
This is about a quarter of the Airy disc diameter, making the
test beam diffraction limited in the infra-red.
If the test collimator is misaligned and used off-axis, or
the entrance beam is not parallel to the- system axis, rather
gross errors can occur. In this case, both channels should
read equally bad, neglecting diffraction.
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4.0 CIIANCBS IN /FUTURE SYSTEMS , . -
."In order to .improve system resolution in the future with a
greater confidence factor .in achieving design predictions, the
following general recommendations arc made:
4.1 Increase the envelope length available for the reflecting
telescope. System difficulty, including correctio)i of
optical elements and sensitivity to mechanical errors,
increases roughly as the inverse cube of the primary mirror
f/numbcr. In wide field systems.'like HIRS, theoretical
performance at the field stop edge suffers badly as speed
increases, by about the N,A. squared. .
.4.2 Increase the weight allowance of the optical subsystem and
reduce informal pressures for ultra light weight. The
rigidity of optical elements, especially mirrors and
beamsplitters is a question of degree, with thicker ele-
ments being easier to figure to a good accuracy and
being more likely to hold that accuracy in mounting. Cells
spacers, and retainers also resist torques and bending if
heavier.
4.3 Design the system interface to a.pseudo-kinematic config-
uration, adequately constraining the optical subsystem whil
not applying forces tending to misalign and skew. Provide
complete enough interface drawings to avoid interference.




4.4 Design adjustments in the optical system to have small
enough travel not to degrade the final.image. Provide
reference surfaces on the optical subsystem to align to
external sources and to check alignment during assembly.
T.R components opaque in the visible should be removable
as a subassembly and the flange squareness checkable by
,-iutocol 1 imat:i on. If space permits, levelling screws or
sliims can realign skewed, components, in translation as
we]1 as tilt.
4.5 At the primary assembly facility for the optical subsystem,
usually the optical vendor, facilities should be made
available for checking and aligning the system to the
final 111 focus. This can be done with room temperature
detectors and black body sources collimated by reflecting
optics. Tests for squareness, alignment and system blur
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As noted in Section 5.2 the scan mirror supplied by Speed-
ring was repolished by Surface Finishes Inc. The flatness of the
mirror is illustrated by the fringe pattern which occurs when the
scan mirror reflecting surface is placed in contact with a pre-
cision optical flat and suitably illuminated; the fringe pattern
is shown in Figure 5.6-1. The mirror was then aluminized by D.L.
Clausing Co., Skokie, 111,
5.6.2 Near Infrared Channel Beamsplitter
The transmission and reflectance characteristics of the
beamsplitter used to reflect the two long wavelength infrared
channels and transmit the near infrared channel are given in
Figure 5.6-2 and Figure 5.6-3.
5.6.3 Infrared Dichroic
This dichroic reflected energy in the 8.3 to 9.3 ym band
and transmitted in the 10.2 to 11.2 ym band. Figures 5.6-4 and
5.6-5 show that the reflectance is very high, averaging about
98%, with the transmittance averaging about 82% in the band. The
dichroic was of the "balanced stress" design which means that the
substrate material (germanium) was coated on both sides to equal
the multilayer coating stresses and keep the part optically flat
after coating. Tests on the "penthouse" assembly attached to
the side of the telescope and containing the dichroic showed that
the dichroic remained optically flat (within requirements). The
parallelism of the two sides of the dichroic were within 0.7 milli-
radian compared to the beam spread of 4.8 milliradians so that even
a reflection from the second surface should not have caused sig-
nificant optical degradation.
5.6.4 Bandpass Filters (LW Infrared Channels)
Transmission curves for the two longwavelength channels are
given in Figures 5.6-6 and 5.6-7. These curves were measured by
the manufacturer, OCLI, with the filters cooled to 100 Kelvin.
The shift with wavelength is linear with temperature. At 25 C,
the short wavelength cutoff of the 10.2 to 11.2 ym filter was at
10.33 ym (50% point) which gives a shift of (10.33 - 10.11 ym)f
200 K or 0.0011 ym/K shift. At 115 Kelvin the 50% T point would
therefore be at 10.11 + 0.0011 (15) = 10.126 ym. The shift of the
8.3 to 9.3 ym filter is 0.0008 ym per Kelvin.
5.6.5 Cooler Windows
The transmission of the Irtran II windows used in the radi-
ant cooler is given in Figure 5.6-8. The windows were antireflec-
tion coated so that they would transmit either of the long wave
infrared bands.
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FIGURE 5.6-1 FLIGHT MODEL SCAN MIRROR
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FIGURE 5.6-6
TRANSMISSION OF 8.3-9.3pm BANDPASS FILTER
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TRANSMISSION OF 10.2 - 11.2Mm BANDPASS FILTER

5.6.6 Near Infrared Filter
The transmission of the near infrared filter, which is a
long wave pass (LWP) filter, is given in Figure 5.6-9.
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6.0 RADIANT COOLER DESIGN
The infrared detectors are cooled to the vicinity of 100K
by means of a radiant cooler, The conditions imposed by the
spacecraft and its orbit in combination with additional mechanical
and thermal constraints were used to establish a range of radiant
cooler designs (Section 6.1). Three examples from this range,
including two modifications to one design (Section 6.2) were
then analyzed in detail (Section 6.3).
The design of the radiant cooler used in the instrument is
close to that of modification 2 to design IIIB. The earth shield
is modified to permit its use as a deployable cone mouth cover.
The cover is used during launch to prevent the deposition of frost
on the cone structure by delaying operation of the cooler until
the bulk of spacecraft and instrument outgassing has taken place.
It is also used to aid in the removal of frost accumulated after
operation in orbit.
The patch has a view to cold space in the vertical plane of
28 toward the earth (measure from the horizontal). This permits
operation at a minimum altitude of 925 km with a spacecraft wobble
of 1 . The view angle away from earth in the vertical plane is
48.8 and in the horizontal plane, +52.0°.
6.1 Range of Designs
It is assumed that the radiant cooler has a rectangular
geometry in which the patch normal (cone axis) is parallel to the
orbit normal and the plane of the cone mouth is parallel to that
of the patch. To start with, a range of rectangular radiant cooler
designs was subjected to a set of conditions or constraints. The
basic conditions are those inposed by the spacecraft and its orbit:
a. Minimum spacecraft altitude of 925 km.
b. Maximum orbit plane to earth-sun line angle of 12 .
c. Instrument temperature range of 25 C +_ 25 C.
The specific requirements to be met by the radiant cooler design
are:
1. Maximum view angle to cold space in the vertical plane
through the centers of the patch and earth of 28 to-
ward the earth (includes 1 for spacecraft wobble).
2. No direct sunlight in the cone mouth for sun angles
from 0° to 12°.
3. Maximum view angle to cold space in the vertical plane
of 50 away from the earth.
4. No more than one cone wall reflection to cold space
for rays leaving the patch in the horizontal plane
and away from earth in the vertical plane.
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5. Minimum area at the patch opening (cone-cross-section
at the plane of the patch top)of 3.2 in .
6. Maximum cooler length of 10.6 inches.
The cooler is designed to operate at a minimum spacecraft
altitude of 925 km; however, the thermal analysis was carried out
at the nominal altitude of 1100 km.
Several initial designs of varying patch opening area and
aspect ratio were studied; they are listed in Table 6.1-1.
Table 6.1-1














































2Area of Opening (in )
All designs except IA, IB, and IIB met or very nearly met
all the requirements. Designs IV and V were rejected because of
their relatively large over-all vertical dimension and their re-
duced ratio of cone end area to cone mouth area. Designs IIA,
IIIB, and IIIC were selected for detailed thermal analysis.
The exact geometry of radiant cooler design IIIB is shown
in Figures 6.1-1, 6.1-2, and 6.1-3. The patch dimensions are
those of the cone opening at the top Of the patch and therefore
include the cone-patch clearances. Similarly, the dimensions of
the cone top (cone end and cone mouth) include the end-shield
clearances.
To meet conditions (1) and (4), the upper vertical plane
cone wall angle with respect to the patch normal (Figure 6.1-1)
must be 31 or greater. The angle was set at the 31 minimum and
various lower wall angles tried. At each lower wall angle, the
cone length was adjusted to meet condition (1) and the design
checked to see if it met condition (3). It was found that 10














































































maximum view angle to cold space away from earth in the vertical
plane is then 48.8°. Because the constraints in the vertical
plane are all angular in nature, all cone designs are the same
in this plane except for a scale factor set by the selected patch
width.
The wall angle in the horizontal plane was then determined
by condition (4) that no more than one reflection be required for
a horizontal patch ray to reach cold space
-i + Vtan e _ 1 1/ 3a
ri —
3a
where a is the ratio of cone length to patch length. The maximum
cooler length (condition 6) and the requirement that the patch not
see the shield then determine the height of the shield. The patch
length and cone wall angle also determine the cone mouth dimension
in the horizontal plane.
The position of the shield edges in the vertical plane are
also set by the requirement that the patch not see the shield..
The shield angle was set at 15° in the horizontal plane and in
the lower direction of the vertical plane. This reduces the in-
fluence of sunlight scattering off the shields at solar elevation
angles (above the orbital plane) of 15° and less. The shield
angle in the upper vertical direction must be 31 or greater to
prevent the cone top from seeing the earth by reflection in the
shield. The angle was set at 39.8 in design IIIB. The values
are 39.2 and 40.3° in designs IIA and IIIC, respectively. The
larger than minimum shield wall angle reduces the radiative coup-
ling between the shield and cone end and between the earth and
cone end (assuming the cone end fills the space available for it).
These reductions, however, are offset by a reduction in the size
of the cone end area used to cool the cone. The prime reason for
use of the larger angle is to provide clearance for the circuit
boards mounted above the cooler.
6.2 Modifications to Design IIIB
Two modifications to the cone end and shield of design
IIIB were studied, with the objective of improving thermal perfor-
mance. In modification 1 (Figure 6.2-1), part of the cone end
was tilted into the shield to reduce the radiative coupling to
the earth. This change also eliminated solar exposure of the cone
end at the 12 elevation angle. The improvements, however, were
offset by the increased radiative coupling to the shield and by
































As a result, modification 2 (Figure 6.2-2) was made. In
this design, the shield on the earth side was extended to reduce
the input from the earth, but the shield angle left unchanged
to allow an increase in cone end area. The cooler length was
maintained at 10.6 inches. This modification resulted in a
significant improvement in thermal performance (Section 6.3) and
will be incorporated into the final cooler design.
6.3 Thermal Analysis
The radiative transfer parameters calculated in Section 6.4
are applied below to the calculation of the cone and patch temper-
atures in the range of cooler designs described in Sections 6.1
and 6.2. The analysis is carried out for the anticipated ranges
of housing temperature and sun angle. In addition, temperatures
are determined for degraded values of thermal properties and for
increased thermal loads on the patch.
For modification 2 of design IIIB, the cone temperature for
no direct sunlight varies from 154.2K at a housing temperature of
0 c to 172.5K at 50 C. The corresponding patch temperatures (T )
are 94.IK and 100.OK. Direct sunlight at the maximum expected "
elevation angle (above the orbital plane) of 12 increase the cone
temperature by only 0.5K ( AT = 0.17K). A degradation in the
cone multilayer insulation by™ a factor of 0.8 increases the cone
temperature by 3.9K. Combined with the same degradation in the
patch insulation, the resultant increase in patch temperature is
1.7K. Doubling the solar absorptivity of the low a/e cone end
(to 0.30) increases the cone temperature by 1.1K ( AT = 0.35K).
Increasing the infrared emissivity of the shield and cone wall
from 0.05 to 0.07 increases the cone temperature by 3.9K and the
patch temperature by 4.2K. The patch is heated not only by the
warmer cone but also by the increased emission of the cone walls.
If the input to the patch through the optical opening or by bias





























6.3.1 Cone Temperature Range
The steady-state (equilibrium) thermal balance equation
of the cone is:
e, aT
a c A ,
a
where
e, = emissivity of cone end
A, = area of cone end
a
$ = input from earth
$, = input from shield
$ = input from direct sunlight
o
$, = input through supports and leads
$. = input through multilayer insulation
The radiative input from the earth is given by
H = $e = ( a W+e W) Am + ( a, W + e, W ) Fde,
e me r me e __„ d r d e
d Ad
where
a = cone mouth absorptivity for earth reflected sunlight
e = cone mouth absorptivity for earth infrared
W = average reflected sunlight exitance of earth
W = average infrared exitance of earth
A /A, = ratio of cone mouth area to cone end area
ad = solar absorptivity of cone end
Fde = view factor from cone end to earth
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The radiative input from the shield is given by
Hh "" - f* - = £d adh 0Th4
Ad
wnere a is the effective emissivity of the shield as seen from
the cone end and T, the temperature of the shield ( instrument
housing) . The radiative input from direct sunlight is given by
Hs = _ s _ = ad gd SQ sin
Ad
where
g, = average fraction of cone end area exposed to direct
sunlight
_2
S = solar constant = 0.14 W cm
o
3 = elevation angle of sun above orbital plane
S
From Appendix I to the Final Report on Contract No. NAS5-
10113 (Dec. 1967) we have
W - 2.1 x 10"2 W cm~2
e
2
W = 1 S Cos 3 A Cos ge
r
 °
 s2rr 1 - Sin 3e '
Where A is the average solar reflection factor for the earth (0.4)
and 3 is the angle from the nadir to earth tangent line. At an
altitude of 1100 km, 3 is 58.5 , and
W = 1.65 x 10~2 Cos 3 W cm"2.
X. o
The coupling factors needed to complete the calculation of
radiative inputs to the cone are given in Section 6.4.
The input from the instrument housing to the cone through
mechanical supports and electrical leads is given by
K = Kc (Th - Tc),
where K is the thermal conductance between the housing and cone.





where k. = thermal conductivity of connection i
A. = cross-sectional area of connection i
1. = length of connection i.
The supports and leads are listed in Table 6.3.1-1.
thermal conductance is




Cone Supports and Electrical Leads
Length (inches) Quantity to dia. (inch) Material














3.50 2 P. " 5.2 X 10
* Thermal conductivity in W/cm. K
The input through the multilayer insulation may be consider-
ed entirely radiative (it is, in fact, a complex combination of
radiative and conductive). The interchange between the housing
and outer cone surface (wall and end) is reduced by the shielding
factor s. of the insulation,
p II "
2
4 Detectors 2 X 10~3































All in square inches
The cone temperatures of the various designs were first
calculated for the following set of nominal radiative properties
e, = infrared emissivity of shield = 0.05
e = infrared absorptivity of cone wall = 0.05
O
a = solar absorptivity of cone wall = 0.13 (Aluminum)
e-. = infrared emissivity of cone end = 0.85
a, = solar absorptivity of cone end = 0.15
s. = shielding factor of cone insulation = 100*
The resultant cone temperatures are listed in Table 6.3.1-3 for no
direct solar inputs and three values of housing temperature. The
influence of direct sunlight at 12 is shown in Table 6.3.1-4 for
designs IIA, IIIB, and IIIC.
*In practice, a shielding factor of about 70 was realized.
To obtain performance equivalent to a factor of 100, the
cooler housing was thermally isolated from the main instru-
ment structure and operated in the vicinity of 0 C.
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Table 6.3.1-3
Cone Temperatures for Nominal Radiative Properties
T for T, equal to
c h ^







































Temperatures in kelvins; T, = 25°C
The cone temperatures for degraded values of radiative properties
are listed in Table 6.3.1-5 for design IIIB and its second modi-
fication. The increases listed are above the nominal values






Design Insulation Solar Absorptivity Absorptivity
s.'= 80 a, = 0.30 e, = e = 0.07i d h e
T AT T AT T AT
c c c c c c
IIIB 179.4 3.4 177.6 1.6 178.7 2.7
Mod. 2 IIB167.0 3.9 164.2 1.1 167.0 3.9
Temperatures in kelvins; T, = 25°C and 3 =0°.h s
6.3.2 Patch Temperature Range
The steady-state (equilibrium) thermal balance equation of
the patch is
4$ = aA T = $, + $ + $ + $ . + $ .P P P k r o j i ,
where
A = black radiating area of patch
$, = input through supports, leads, and anti-frost enclosure
$ = input from cone walls
$ = input through optical opening
$. = detector joule heating
$. = input through multilayer insulation.
The mechanical supports and electrical leads are listed
in Table 6.3.2-1. They contribute an equivalent thermal conduc-
tance of
K - 4.62 X 10~5 W/K
fr
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when the effect of the support shields is included (HIRS for
Nimbus F, Quarterly Report for July-Sept., 1972, NAS5-21651,
Section 2.1.3.3).
Table 6.3.2-1
Conductive Couplings to the Patch
Quantity to dia (inch) Material
2 supports 1/8 X 3/32 Synthane
4 detectors 2 X 10~3 Ni
2 p. thermistor 3.3 X 10~ Chromel
2 p. heater 3.3 X 10~3 Chromel
Supports and leads are all 4 inches long.
The radiative input from the low-emissivity cone walls
above the black patch area is given by
4$ = A e 0T
r p pc c
where e is the effective patch-to-cone emissivity. The values
of e ?or the three cone designs and for two values of effective
specular cone wall emissivity are given in Section 6.4.
The detector thermal input through the optical connection
to the patch and the joule heating of the detectors is approximately
•$ + $ • = 2.8 X 10~3 W
The radiative input through the optical opening ($ ) is about 1.8
X 10 W (Section 6.5), We have therefore allowed°joule heating
of 0.5 X 10 W for each of the two detectors.
The multilayer insulation between the patch (back and side
areas) has a nominal shielding factor of 200*. The areas covered
are listed in Table 6.3.2-2 together with the black patch area A .
* Such a high value can be obtained only over very large
areas. In fact the multilayer between the cone and patch
was replaced by a gold-to-gold radiative decoupling to
eliminate an outgassing source and to allow for the addi-










All in square inches; the patches are 0.625 inch thick.
The patch temperatures of the various designs were first
calculated for a nominal cone wall emissivity e of 0.05 and the
above shielding .factor for patch insulation. Tfie results are listed
in Table 6.3.2-3 for no direct sunlight on the cone and three
values of housing temperature. The corresponding cone temperatures
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The influence of direct sunlight at 12 is shown in Table
6.3.2-4 for designs IIA, IIIB, and IIIC. The corresponding cone





















Temperatures in kelvins; T, = 25°C.
n
The patch temperatures for degraded values of radiative
properties are listed in Table 6.3.2-5 for design IIIB and its
second modification. The corresponding cone temperatures are
listed in Table 6.3.1-5.
Table 6.3.2-5
Patch Temperatures for Degraded
Thermal Properties
Degraded Property Infrared
Design Insulation Solar Absorptivity Emissivity
S. (Patch) = 160 a, = 0.30 e, = e = 0.07l a n <-
































The patch temperatures for an increased bias heating (or
increased rediative input through the optical opening) are given
in Table 6.3.2-6. The increase of 1 X 10~3 w would enable each
detector to operate at a bias level of 1 X 10"^  W.
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Table 6.3.2-6
Patch Temperature for Increased Bias
Design T AT
IIIB 103.05 1.85
Mod. 2 IIIB 99.00 2.1
$ + $ . - 3 . 8 X 1 0 W; temperatures in kelvins.
In addition to thermal inputs considered above, the patch
has a very small view of a solar panel. A representative situation
is analyzed in Section 3.3 of Part I to the Final Report on Con-
tract NAS5-11683 (8 April-31 Oct. 1969). The thermal input is
shown to be approximately 0.3 X 10"^  W and the increase in patch
temperature, 0.6K.
6 . 4 Radiative Coupling Factors
The radiative coupling factors within the cooler and between
the cooler and external sources were evaluated by means of the
specular image array and contour integral techniques described in
the Final Report on Contract No. NAS5-11603 (Part II 8 April-15
December 1969) and in Applied Optics for January i 1970 (p. 185).
First it is necessary to calculate several view factors (The
fraction of power diffusely emitted from one area that directly
strikes a second area is the view factor from the first area to
the second) . The view factors required for thermal analysis of
the radiant cooler are:
a. F _ (n) = view factor from the patch to the cone mouth
" images seen by n specular reflections in the
cone walls.
b. F (n) = view factor from the cone end to the shield
mouth images seen by n specular reflections
in the shield wall.
c. F = view factor from the cone end to the visible
region of the earth.
d. F (n) = view factor from the cone mouth to the visi-
rn — Q ble region of the earth whose radiation is
reflected n times in the cone walls.
The view .factors (a) are used to determine the patch-cone
radiative coupling factor or effective patch-to-cone emissivity.
(Final Report on Contract NAS5-10113, December 1967, Section 1.3).
Fp-m(n)
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where e is the emissivity of the cone walls and the patch is black
(emissivity of one).
The view factors (b) are used to determine the effective
emissivity of the shield as seen from the cone end (equal to the
effective absorptivity of the shield for cone end radiation),
dh n n d-h(n),
where a is the emissivity (absorptivity) produced by n shield
wall reflections. For infrared radiation, a = 1 - (1 - e, ) ,
where eh is the infrared absorptivity (emissivity) of the shield
walls. Using the conservation condition
ZFd-h(n) lf
the above may also be written as
adh = 1 - EFd-h(n) (1 - S^-
The cone end-shield radiative coupling factor or effective emissiv-
ity is obtained by multiplying a... by the emissivity e, of the cone
end. This is the case because raaiation leaving the cone end by
emission or reflection never returns when the shield walls are
specularly reflecting and outward slopin g (a condition which also
holds between the patch and cone walls).
The view factors (c) and (d) are used to determine the ab-
sorptivity of the cone end and cone mouth, respectively, for radi-
ation from the earth. In the case of the cone mouth, multiple
reflections at the cone walls must be taken into account. The
effective absorptivity for earth radiation is then
a = Za F (n) ,
me n m-e
wher a is the absorptivity produced by n cone wall reflections.
For infrared from the earth, a = 1 - (1 - e )n and for reflected
sunlight, an = 1 - (1 - a )n, where e and etc are the infrared
absorptivity (emissivity)°and solar aSsorptivity, respectively.
The radiative view factors and radiative coupling factors
are listed in Tables 6.4-1 through 6.4-3 for cooler designs IIA,
IIIB, and IIIC, including the modifications to IIIB. For purposes
of calculating the view factors, the patch was divided into 12
equal elements, and the cone end (bib) into 8 unequal elements.
By symmetry, there are 6 different view factors from the patch
elements and 4 different view factors from the cone end elements
(See Figure 6.1-3). Values of EpC are shown for two values of
effective specular cone wall emissivity ec, 0.07 and 0.05. Values
of adh and eme (infrared value of ame) are shown for a cone wall
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and shield wall infrared absorptivity of 0.05. Values of ame
(reflected sunlight value of ame) are shown for cone wall solar
absorptivities of 0.22 (gold) and 0.13 (aluminum). Coupling
factors to the earth are from the nominal altitude of 1100 km.
Table 6.4-1
Cone-Patch Coupling Factors*
'Design F . . F










Mod. 1 IIIB 0.0587
























































1.725 X 10 2 1.09 X 10 2Mod. 2 IIIB 4.43 X 10








An example of the specular image array technique used to
determine view factors is shown in Figure 6.4-1. The boundaries
of the shield and cone mouth images (formed by reflection in the
cone walls) are projected onto the equivalent earth disk (H.C.
Hottel and A.F. Sarofim, Radiative Transfer, McGraw-Hill, 1967,
p. 65). The view is from the center of the cone mouth in Design
IIIB. The projections divide the earth into regions whose radia-
tion requires from 1 to 3 cone wall reflections to leave the cone
or whose radiation is b!6cked by the shield.
The radiant cooler will also be exposed to direct sunlight
during part of the year. The shield is designed to shade the cone
mouth up to the maximum expected solar elevation angle of 12 above
the orbital plane. As a result, we need to consider only the di-
rect solar irradiance of the low a/e cone end. Because of the
large thermal time constant of the cone structure, the influence
of direct sunlight is averaged over an orbital period. The average
fraction of cone end area exposed over an orbit (the solar ex-
posure factor) is given by
IT




 s) is the fraction of exposed area at a solar aximuth
s.
The variations of g^ ( q>s) with (p s are given in Figures
6.4-2 through 6.4-4, for designs IIA, IIIB,and IIIC, respectively,
The#>
 s = 0 point is when the spacecraft, earth, and sun are in
line in that order. The earth shades the spacecraft from direct
sunlight from 0 to 58.5°. It is seen that the maximum exposure
at the 12 solar elevation angle is less than 9% of the end area
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Integration of the curves yields the solar exposure factors
listed in Table 6.4-4.
Table 6.4-4
Solar Exposure Factor at 12 Sun Angle
(Cone End)
Design g,
IIA 4.89 X 10~2
IIIB 1.66 X 10~
IIIC 4.98 X 10~2
6.5 Radiative Input through Optical Openings to Patch
The magnitude of the radiative input ($o) to the patch
through the optical openings depends on the optical and mechanical
design of the instrument. To maintain accurate positioning of
the detector with respect to the optics, the last lens is mounted
in the patch with the detector element. Use of an aplantic lens,
in this position allows an increase in the speed of the optical
beam by a factor equal to the refractive index of the lens material
(4 in the case of germanium). The speed of the beam striking the
aplanatic element is then relatively low and allows the placement
of the spectral filter on the patch in front of the element with-
out significantly changing the filter's characteristics (as a
result of variations in incidence angle). In this position, the
interference filter reduces $o by reflecting part of the incident
radiation.
In addition, the optical opening is designed so that it does
not pass through the cone wall area seen by the black top of the
patch. The first structure seen from the patch is then the space
between the patch and cone rather than that between the cone and
housing. As a result, the source closest to the optical opening
on the patch is at a lower temperature.
Finally, the Irtran 2 window on the cone wall serves to
block radiation from components beyond it in the direction of the
instrument housing. Irtran 2 absorbs or reflects wavelengths of.
15 ym and greater (D.E. McCarthy, Appl. Opt. 2, 591, 1963). In
combination with the reflective properties of the spectral filter
at wavelengths below 15 ym, the window essentially eliminates
radiative coupling between the patch and objects beyond the window.
The window also serves two other purposes. It provides a cone
enclosure seal to permit evacuation during bench cooling of the
detector and to prevent outgassing of the instrument through the
cooler.
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The value of $o may be estimated by assuming that an area
Ao of each of two spectral filters at the edge of the patch views
a black window at the cone temperature and a black space between
the patch and cone. We then have
$0 = 2 aAQ (EAFpATA4 + Ec Fpc T(=4)
where E. = fraction of blackbody radiation at a temperature T-j
^ that is transmitted by the filter (the remainder
being relected)
F . - view factor from A to area j
PD o J
A = multilayer between patch and cone
C = window on cone structure
The insulation is assumed to be at a temperature given by
TA4 = h (Tc4 + Tp4) * % Tc4.
The cone window is about 0.9 inch from the patch edge and
has a diameter of approximately 0.55 inch. The opening (Ao) at
the edge of the patch is a circle whose diameter is about 0.30
inch. The two openings are therefore circles with a common cen-
tral normal. The view factors between them may therefore be
calculated from the formula given by M. Jakob (Heat Transfer, Vol.
II, John Wiley and Sons, 1957, p. 14). If Fpc is the view factor
from AQ to the window, the other view factor is given by
F _ = 1 - FpA pc
For the geometry described above, the results are
F = 0.084pc
F A = 0.916
P
We will neglect the small fraction of radiation passed by
the narrow spectral band to which a channel is sensitive. Instead,
we will assume that all wavelengths greater than 18 \im (where the
detector is insensitive) are transmitted by the filter. For Tc =





Finally, the radiative input through two optical channels
is approximately
$ = 1.8 X 10~3 W.
o
6.6 Final Radiant Cooler Design for SCMR
The final radiant cooler design for the SCMR is close to that
of Modification 2 to design IIIB described in Section 6.2. The
only difference is in the shield design, as shown in Figures
6.6-1 and 6.6-2. The shield wall on the earth side of the cooler
is longer but not as wide to permit its use as a deployable cone
mouth cover. The cone temperature of the final design was calcu-
lated for the nominal set of conditions and radiative properties.
It was found to be identical to that of Modification 2 to design
IIIB (Table 6.3.1-3). Addition of a solar input to the cone end
at a solar elevation of 12° increases the cone temperature by
about 0.9K.
The cone end and cone mouth view factors for the final de-
sign are (See Section 6.4).






3 0.0072 - •
And the radiative coupling factors for the nominal property values
are
eme(0.05) = 3.84 X 10~3
a (0.22) = 1.39 X 10~2
me









































The fraction g^ (<ps) of cone end area in the final design exposed
to sunlight is shown in Figure 6.6-3 as a function of solar azi-
muth cps at a solar elevation of 12 . The average value over an
orbit is
gd = 2.06 X 10~2.
At a housing temperature T^ of 25°C and a solar elevation
of 0 , the thermal balance equation of the cone in the final
design yields
5.015 X 10~12 T 4 + 2.2 X 10~6T = 3.910 X 10~3 W cm"2
c c
for the nominal radiative properties. The solution is
T = 163.1 K.
c
This is identical to the cone temperature of modification 2 to
design IIIB under the same conditions. At a solar elevation of
12 , the right side of the above equation is increased to 3.995
X 10~3 W cm"2 and the equilibrium cone temperature to 164.0 K.
The distribution of thermal inputs to the cone at a tempera-




Supports and Leads 0.067 8.8
Multilayer Insulation 0.315 41.5
Of the earth load, 0.185 W or about 85% is absorbed in the white
cone end and the remainder in the cone walls.
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6.7 Analysis of Tests on the Prototype Radiant Cooler
The measurements on the SCMR prototype cooler at the ends
of the 48 hour hot and cold cycles in the thermal-vacuum test are
listed in Table 6.7-1.
Table 6.7-1
Results of SCMR Prototype Tests
Hot Cold
Nominal baseplate 40°C -5°C
Cooler housing 270.7K 259.4K
Cone 162K 157K
Patch 115.6K __ 115.6K _3
Patch control heat 2.50 x 10 W 4.90 x 10 W
Detector joule heat 1.2 x 10~3W 1.2 x 10~3W
The analysis shows that the thermal performance of the cone was
very good. For an assumed white paint emissivity e^ of 0.85, the
insulation factor of the multilayer blanket between the cone and
cooler housing was 72 at the end of the hot cycle and 83.5 at the
end of the cold. If EJ is 0.87 instead, the respective insulation
factors are 69 and 78.5. On the other hand, the analysis shows
that the thermal performance of the patch is severely limited by
the poor insulation factor between the sides and reaj? of the patch
and the gold box. This insulation factor was only about 18, which
corresponds to an average surface emissivity of 0.10.
However, an analysis of the orbital performance shows that
the heat input to the patch was reduced by 3.95 milliwatts. This
is attributed to the absence of reflecitons from cold space. In
the chamber, a very small fraction of the radiant emission from
the cone is reflected from the space target to the patch (see
Construction and Test of a Dual Patch Multielement Radiant Cooler,
NAS5-21132, June 1971, Section 2.3.3). The actual insulation
factor was therefore about 32 rather than 18.
The patch operated in orbit with nearly the same temperature
and control heat (i.e., cooling margin) realized during chamber
testing on the ground. The absence of space reflections was com-
pensated in orbit by a higher cone temperature (171 K). Based on
the model described below, the SCMR cooler had an in-orbit cone
to housing insulation factor of about 46. The reduction from the
chamber value of about 71 is apparently the result of little or no
outgassing of the insulation blanket in the vicinity of the cooler
housing. This housing quickly reached 0 C and remained there; no
provision was made for in-orbit heating of the housing.
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Cone
The thermal balance equation of the cone is:
9, = e,A JaT 4 = $ + $ + $ , + $ , + $ .d d d c e s h k i
where d = cone end, e = earth, s = direct sunlight




a,, = effective shield emissivity
9. = K (T, - T ) , K = thermal conductanceK c h c c
A 4 4
, ia (T, - T ), S. = insulation factor9. = - ^ - h c i
_L O .
For a cone end emissivity of 0.85 and solar absorptivity of 0.20,
the calculated value of $e + 9S at a 12° sun angle is 0.248W. The
tests were run with a 9e + $s value (heater) of 0.296W including
an estimated 0.016W from lead wire dissipation. Based on published
data, experiments conducted on the dual patch cooler (Contract
NAS5-21132), and calculations in Section 6.3, we assumed the
following values:
ed = 0.85
e, = 0.04, so that a,, = 0.01524h dh
Ad = 33.0 in^
A. = 120 in2
K = 4.93 x 10~4W/K
W
The insulation factor S^ is then determined by the thermal balance
equation. For the hot cycle, the result is:
S. '= 71.6i
If we assume £3 is 0.87 instead of 0.85, S^ is reduced to 69.2.
In either case, the insulation factor is comparable to the values
obtained in the dual patch cooler and in separate insulation tests
(See Construction and Test of a Dual Patch, Multi-Element Radiant
Cooler, NAS5-21132, June 1971, Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.4).
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The thermal inputs to the cone during the cold cycle are listed in
Table 6.7-2. We see that the cone temperature is largely deter-
mined by the fixed inputs from the earth and sun and by the input
from the cooler housing through the insulation blanket.
Table 6.7-2


















Using the temperatures recorded at the end of the cold cycle
(Table 6.7-1), we find that S± has increased to 83.5 (78.5) for
e^ equal to 0.85 (0.87). In general, the effectiveness of the
insulation blanket increases with a reduction in the temperature
of the warm boundary (Thermal Insulation Systems, NASA SP-5027,
1967) .
Patch
The thermal balance equation of the patch is:
4$ = e aA T = $ + $ + $ . + $ , + $ .p PPP r o j k i
where p = patch, r = cone walls
o - optical ports, j = joule heat
4$ = e e oA T , e = effective emissivity of cone walls
as seen from patch
e = absorptance of patch optical port
d = diameter of optical port
6 = thickness of black ring around port
.e heat is the sum of the detector dissij
and the control heat. The following values were used:
The joule pation (1.2 x 10 W)
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e = 0.93
P 2A - 3.50 in
P
e =0.03357 (e =0.04, See SCMR Design Study Report)pc c
ee = 0.6 (germanium substrate)
d =0.40 inch
o
& = 0.015 inch
K = 4.62 x 10~5 W/K
P 2A. = 8.89 ini
For the hot cycle (Table 6.7-1), we then obtain
S. = 18.1.i
The average surface emissivity e. of the insulated patch area A.
and the facing gold box area A can be calculated from:
S. = -- + ( —- - 1 ) jj-
ei £i Ao '
2
The value of A is 10.105 in , so that
e. = 0.10.
The emissivity of the gold surfaces has obviously been severely
degraded by areas of high emissivity, such as the support openings
and vibration bumpers. For the cold cycle, the calculated insula-
tion values are:
S± = 17.7
e. = 0.10 .
This shows that the thermal model of the cooler yields consistent
results.
The distribution of heat inputs to the patch is shown in Table
6.7-3 for the hot cycle. Again, the poor quality of the insula-
tion is brought out.
Table 6.7-3
Patch Thermal Inputs During Hot Cycle
Source Milliwatts %
Cone Walls 2.76 13
Optic Ports 3.52 16
Detector Bias 1.20 6




6.8 Radiant Cooler Configuration SCMR Flight Model
The radiant cooler configuration can best be seen by exami-
nation of the Radiant Cooler Assembly drawing, ITT Drawing No.
8116040. This drawing is not included in this report but is
available in the drawing sets supplied to GSFC by ITT.
Figure 6.8-1 shows schematically the mechanical configura-
tion of the cooler from the patch to the optical focus lens.
6.9 SCMR Flight Model Radiant Cooler Performance
Data was taken with stable baseplate during thermal vacuum
test conducted on Flight Model instrument Oct. 15 through Oct. 27,
1972. The following tabulation shows Flight Model performance.
Baseplate Temperature +40°C 0°C
Cone Wall Temperature 160°K 157.0°K
Patch Temperature 114.9°K 114.9°K
Cone Housing Temperature -8.5 C -16.5°C
Patch Control Heat 1.8 mw 5 mw




7.0 SCMR ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
A simplified Block Diagram of the SCMR Electronics is shown
in Figure 7.0-1. The SCMR Electronics has the basic function to
transmit to the spacecraft two channels of video data synchronized
with the spacecraft clock and the rotation of the SCMR scan Mirror.
The input signals to the SCMR are the spacecraft -24.5 VDC bus,
clock signals of 50 KHz, 10 KHz and 400 Hz 2-phase, and spacecraft
commands to the SCMR to implement the available modes of operation,
The SCMR electronics provides the power conversion, timing and
control, signal generation, digital and analog telemetry for veri-
fication of operation, and signal amplification for required opera-
tion.
The basic blocks of the SCMR are:
1. IR Data Amplifiers
2. Visible Data Amplifiers
3. Power Converter
4. Voltage Regulators
5. Timing and Control Circuits
6. Calibration signal generation circuits
7. Analog TM circuits
8. Command and Digital TM circuits
These functions are individually described in the following
sections. Schematics referenced in the following text are located
in tne Appendix of this report.
7.1 Video Output
A representation of the video output for one scan line is
shown in Figure 7.1-1. An angular representation of one scan is
shown in Figure 7.1-2. Both diagrams are referenced to the oc-
currence of the sync pulse which occurs at the start of the inter-
val when the scan mirror views space just prior to the view of
the earth.
7.2 Commands and Digital TM
Commands are received by the SCMR from the spacecraft as
pulses of 40 millisecond duration on two isolated lines for each
command. The command is stored by means of latching relays and


















































The schematics of the command system of the SCMR are shown
on drawings 8116466 and 8116462.
The commands, their functions, and the telemetry response
are as follow:
Motor ON/OFF - Applies DC power to the scan motor and momentum
compensator. Turns on analog telemetry through the power converter.
Motor ON is Logic 1.
Motor High/Low Power Mode - High power mode applies -24.5 VDC to
Scan Motor P.S. Low Power Mode applies -15 VDC to Scan Motor P.S.
through a switching regulator. Motor Low Power Mode is Logic 1.
Electronics ON/OFF - Applies power to theSCMR Electronics through
the power converter. Also turns on the analog telemetry through
the Power Converter. Electronics ON is Logic 1.
Purge ON/OFF - Applies -24.5 VDC to the SCMR purge system to re-
lease a flow of dry nitrogen gas around the patch. Purge ON is
Logic 1.
Cone Heater ON/OFF - Applies -24.5 VDC to the heater on the cooler
cone walls. Cone Heater ON is Logic 1.
Patch Heater ON/OFF - Applies -24.5 VDC to the patch heater. Patch
Heat ON is Logic 1.
Visible Video/IR Video - Connects to output of the designated amr
plifier to the video interface connector. Visible Video is Logic 1,
Cone Cover Deploy/Store 1 & 2 - Duplicate Pair of commands. Both
must be in the same state to cause operation. Applies -24.5 VDC
to cone cover circuits to operate cooler door in commanded direc-
tion. Circuit removes -24.5 VDC load at completion of operation.
Cone Cover Deploy is Logic'1.
7.3 Power Conversion Circuits
DC power for the SCMR Electronics is obtained by the Power
Converter shown in Schematic 8115674. The clock signal for the
converter is derived by AMP 1 operating as an oscillator. The
100 KHz oscillator is normally synchronized to the spacecraft 50
KHz clock. Two separate converter circuits are separately powered.
One is used for the electronic circuits, the other is used for the
Analog Telemetry circuits.
Linear regulator circuits for the DC power are shown in
schematic 8116516. Plus 15 volts, minus 15 volts, and plus 5 volts
are provided for the Electronics. Plus and minus 15 volts are
provided for telemetry circuits.
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7.4 SCMR Clock Signals
The SCMR normally operates with a 50 KHz and 10 KHz space-
craft clock signals. The 50 KHz clock is used to synchronize a
100 KHz oscillator in the power converter for power conversion. The
10 KHz clock is used for the logic timing function.
In the event of the loss of the 10 KHz clock from the space-
craft, a clock detector circuit on the logic No. 2 board switches
in a 10 KHz clock which is counted down from the 100 KHz power con-
verter clock. This provides a 10 KHz clock timing signal which is
synchronous to the spacecraft 10 KHz clock but not necessarily
coherent to it.
In the event of the loss of the 50 KHz clock line, the power
converter oscillator will continue to operate at a frequency near
100 KHz. The logic timer clock will continue to pperate from the
spacecraft 10 KHz clock line as long as it is present.
With the loss of both clock lines the SCMR will continue to
operate but internal timing will be a function of the internal
oscillator. The scan period, however, will be maintained as long
as the 400 Hz clock to the scan motor is maintained.
7 . 5 Logic Clock
The timing anc control functions of the SCMR are shown on
Schematics for Logics No. 1, drawing 8116450, and Logic No. 2,
drawing 8116502.
The 10 KHz spacecraft clock enters at pins 40 and 41 of the
Logic No. 2 board. AMP 1 functions as a receiver and a shaping
circuit. Positive feedback supplied by R2 and R3 provide controlled
hysteresis of this circuit to provide immunity from the noise oc-
curring during the transition causing multiple triggering. Transis-
tor Ql and associated components provide an AC coupled detection
circuit. A positive voltage across R26 provides a logic 1 input at
pin 5 of 12 which gates in the clock output of AMP 1. The absence
of this signal gates in the output of the divide by 10 counters
comprised of U7 through U10. The selected clock appears at the out-
put of the OR gate at U12, pin 3. The gating of the Ul and the
status of FFU2 determine the phase of the clock which appears at
pin 37 for use by the scan counter.
The negative going transition of the clock at pin 37 triggers
the monostable U4. The transition of the pick-up signal to initiate
scan timing triggers monostable U5. If these transitions occur
within 10 microseconds of each other, the combined signal will re-
verse the state of Flip-Flop U2, causing the opposite phase of the
10 KHz clock to be present at pin 32. This is done to prevent the
clock edge which advances the scan counter to occur near the sync
pulse so that scan motor jitter will not come a continuous 100
microsecond jitter in the timed calibration signals.
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7. 6 Logic Timing & Control
The logics for controlling the gating signals for the SCMR
scan timing are shown on 8116450 - Schematic Logics No. 1.
The time base for the scan count is the 10 KHz clock from
the Logic No. 2 board which is under normal operation the space-
craft 10 KHz clock signal. Flip-Flop 1, 2 and 3 are a divide by
five counter to give a 2 KHz time base (500 ysecond interval) for
decoding. Flip -Flops 4 through 11 are connected as a conventional
binary ripple counter. The counter is preset to a 11.5 millisecond
count to allow proper sequence of counter operation for the stair-
case input and output calibration signals at the required times.
Weighted input calibration signals are obtained from Flip-Flops 4
through 7 while output calibration is derived from Flip Flops 6
through 8.
The counter string is held in a reset condition by the toggle
composed of NAND 1 and NAND 2. The reset is removed by a negative
going pick-up pulse signal at NAND 16 thtough NAND 47. The count
continues for 97.5 milliseconds when the reset is again applied.
The gating outputs from the logics are the five signals:
1. Space Clamp
2. Data Amp Logic
3. Black Body Logic
4. Analog Gate
5. Visible Bias Gate
Space Clamp causes a sample of the Video Amplifier output
to be taken for zero reference correction. Data Amp logic causes
the output of the Video Amplifier for each stage to be connected
to the output driver. Blackbody logic gates the Blackbody TM
signals to output driver in the IR Channels. The Analog Gate
signal gates the D to A output to the output Driver. The Visible
Bias Gate gates in a 3 volt offset during input calibration time
on the Visible channel since the output calibration signals are set
up to normally operate in the IR channels which are offset by 3
volts. A zero logic level on these outputs is the level which
causes the stated operation.
Four logic Levels which are the inputs to the D to A conver-
ter are also generated. Table 7.6-1 shows the signal source and
time intervals for these signals.
The timing for the gating and calibration signals are shown
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Table 7.6-1































FF4 - NA - NA37
FF5 - NA9 - NA36
FF6 - NA11 - NA38
FF7 - NA48 - NA12 - NA39
FF6 - NA30 - NA37
FF7 - NA48 - NA32 - NA36
FF8 - NA33 - NA38
NA44 - NA45 - NA28 - NA36
NA44 - NA45 - NA24 - NA38
NA4 - NA27 - NA45 - NA28 - NA36
NA4 - NA27 - NA45 - NA29 - NA38
Binary
Weight
7.7 IR Data Amplifiers
The IR data amplifiers are physically divided into two
sections; the IR preamplifiers which are individually packaged, and
mounted to the cooler housing, and the Post Amplifiers, two of
which are on the same printed circuit card in the Electronics Box.
The data amplifiers for each channel are identical except for
tailoring to its own detector.
7.7.1 IR Preamplifier
The schematic for the IR Preamplifier is shown on drawing
8116495. Each preamplifier has its own plus and minus 12 volt
regulators to provide isolation from the SCMR plus and minus 15
volt Electronics supplies. In addition, the -12 volt supply is
compensated to maintain a constant voltage over the ambient tem-
perature range. The temperature varying voltage drop of diode CR6
is divided down by R33 and R34. The voltage drop across R34 modi-
fies the voltage at pin 1 of the LM104 regulator to compensate for
its voltage variation with temperature. The circuit is tailored
and tested to maintain a voltage which will vary less than + 0.1%
over greater than the expected ambient temperature conditions.
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The detector bias is determined by the value of the R15 and
the -12 volt supply. The fact that detector responsivity is almost
a linear function of the bias is the reason for the care taken for
the stability of the -12 volt power source. Resistor R15 is a
stable resistor with a temperature coefficient of 2 ppm.
The input circuit for the IR preamplifier is a differential pair,
Transistor Q2 provides a constant current source for Q3 and Q4.
The detector is the only signal input at the base of Q3. Feedback
from the output of amplifier AMP 1 which is a portion of the first
amplifier stage, feedback from space look for DC stabilization from
amplifier AMP 3, and input calibration signals are summed at R7
at the base of Q4. A DC bias through resistor R17 is also summed
at this point. The value of R17 is chosen to allow amplifier AMP3
to operate at approximately 0 volt output to allow for maximum space
look correction margin and to set operation at minimum output offset.
Amplifier AMP2 is a conventional inverting amplifier stage
with a gain of approximately 5.
Capacitor Cll stores the output of the data amplifier prior
to the 3 volt offset at the time the scan mirror views space.
Amplifier AMP 4 is a unity gain non-inverting stage with high input
impedance for buffering to the following stage. Amplifier AMP 3
is a low pass filter stage with a very low high frequency cut-off
as determined by C9 and R27 and a DC gain of 220. R28 and CIO
comprise a lead network for stability to prevent over-correction
for scan to scan sample differences.
The individual amplifier stages provide essentially flat
response to 50 KHz so that the frequency response is determined by
the filter network in the Post Amplifier.
The input calibration signal at terminal E6 is attenuated by
the network .comprised of R20, R21, R22 and R23. These values are
tailored after the amplifier gain is determined to provide the 1
Volt input calibration steps.
7.7.2 IR Post Amplifier
The schematic of the post amplifiers for the two IR channels
is shown on drawing 8116446. The two amplifiers are identical in
function and the designators for channel 1 will be used in the
following discussion but apply equally to channel 2.
Amplifier AMP 1 is a conventional inverting amplifier with
a gain of approximately 5. R5, Ll, C4, L2, C5, and R6 comprise a
linear phase filter for noise attenuation. Amplifier AMP 2 is a
non-inverting stage with a gain of 5. The output of AMP 2 is the
full value output of the channel prior to the insertion of the 3
volt offset and as such has a full scale output of + 9 volts.
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The output of this stage is sampled through RIO across CR1
and CR2 at the time the scan mirror is viewing space. CR1 and CR2
are used to limit the feedback signal at turn on before the ampli-
vier chain stabilizes. Limiting the signal in this manner allows
better response in the space look feedback loop during normal
operation. Ul and U2 are dual FET switches assemblies with logic
compatible drivers. One section of U2 (pins 12 and 13) gates the
output to the preamplifier.
Amplifiers AMPS and AMP are a driver stage with an inverting
gain of unity and a non-inverting gain of two. Amp 3 is a voltage
amplifier and Amp 4 is a unity gain current driver provided to drive
the output line capacitance. One section of Ul gates the output of
AMP 2 (Video) to the inverting input of AMP 3 (pins 12 and 13). A
DC offset signal through R12 and R13 provide a signal to offset
the video output by -3 volts. The offset voltage at pin 7 and the
values of R12 and R13 are tailored to provide a current to the
summing point equal to the current of a 3 volt signal through feed-
back resistor R17. Diode CR4 blocks all positive going signals.
Diode CR3 provides a low impedance feedback path for positive signals
to prevent amplifier input saturation. This clipping action with
the current bias provides a 0 Volt to -6 Volt output for signals
which correspond to the +3 volt to + 9 volt signals at the output
of AMP 2.
Output calibration signals are switched in through U2 (pins
10 and 9). Blackbody TM signals are switched in through Ul (pins
10 and 9). Each is attenuated by a factor of 2 due to the gain of
2 of the output stages operating in the non-inverting mode. The
two sync pulses and the 10 KHz pre-cursor boost are 6 volt levels
from the D to A on the Output Calibration line and are switched
in at the appropriate times under logic control.
The flight model operates with a 7 ma bias on the channel
1 detector and a combined preamplifier and Post Amplifier gain of
20,700. Channel 2 has a 5 ma bias and a gain of 24,000.
7.7.3 Visible Amplifier
The schematic for the visible channel preamplifier is shown
in Figure 7.7-1. The Visible Post Amplifier is shown on schematic
8116530. The silicon photodiode is operated with reverse bias as
a current source to inverting input of the operational amplifier
buffered by the FET input stage.
The Post Amplifier for the Visible Channel is identical in
operation to the IR Post Amplifier. The zero reference feedback
circuits utilizing a sample of amplifier output while viewing space
are identical to the equivalent circuits in the IR Preamplifier.
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7.7.4 Motor Power Supply
The Power Supply for the SCMR Scan and Momentum Compensator
motors is a conventional bridge switching amplifier. The circuit
for the Momentum Compensator is powered from the -24 Volt bus. The
circuits for the scan motor can be powered directly from the bus or
from the switching regulator which supplies -15 VDC. Base drive
for the switching transistors is derived from the spacecraft 400 Hz
2 phase clock through an isolation transformer.
7 . 8 Analog Telemetry
The SCMR Analog Telemetry signals together with location of
associated are:
Signal Circuit Location
Electronics Temperature Temp Tel and Control
Baseplate Temperature Temp Tel and Control
Blackbody No. 1 Temperature Temp Tel and Control
Blackbody No. 2 Temperature Temp Tel and Control
Cone Wall Temperature Temp Tel and Control
Patch Temperature Temp Tel and Control
Patch Heat Temp Tel and Control
Motor Current Temp Tel and Control
Cone Cover Position Temp Tel and Control
Electronics Current Telemetry No. 2
Purge Pressure Telemetry No. 2
Cone Wall Housing Telemetry No. 2
Motor Housing Temperature Telemetry No. 2
Momentum Compensator Speed Motor Speed TM
Scan Motor Speed Motor Speed TM
+15 Volt Electronics Supply Voltage Regulator
-15 Volt Electronics Supply Voltage Regulator
+5 Volt Electronics Supply Voltage Regulator
-15 Volt TM Supply Voltage Regulator
Detector Bias No. 1 Ch. 1 Preamplifier
Detector Bias No. 2 Ch. 2 Preamplifier
Offset Bias Voltage Logic No. 2
Calibration curves for the Flight Model Analog TM signals
are given in Volume 1 of the Flight Model Instruction Manual.
Table 7.8-1 is a summary of the analog telemetry points.
7.9 Calibration Signals
The input and output calibration signals are generated by
the Digital to Analog Converter V6 on the Logic No. 2 Board. This
device is one-half of a basic 8 bit device with an accuracy of
+ h LSB. The reference voltage for the D to A is supplied by nega-
tive voltage regulator REG 1. This device is temperature compensated
to a stability of + 0.1% in the same manner as those in the IR
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Preamplifiers. This stabilized regulator is also used as the source
voltage for the 3 volt offset in the data amplifiers. Separate
amplifiers are provided for input and output calibration outputs.
Tailoring resistors for output calibration for each channel are





1. ELECTRONICS TEMPERATURE T/M
FUNCTION MEASURES THE TEMPERATURE OF THE ELECTRONICS MODULE
STRUCTURE
RANGE -2 TO +60°C
RESOLUTION 103 MV/DEGREE CENTIGRADE
2. CONE TEMPERATURE T/M
FUNCTION MEASURES THE TEMPERATURE OF THE CONE WALL STRUCTURE
RANGE 144 TO 297°K
RESOLUTION 42 MV/DEGREE KELVIN
3. BASEPLATE TEMPERATURE T/M
FUNCTION MEASURES THE TEMPERATURE OF THE BASEPLATE AT OWE OF
THE MOUNTING FEET IN THERMAL COZxfTACT WITH THE
SPACECRAFT.
RANGE -2 TO +60° CENTIGRADE
RESOLUTION 103MV/DEGREE CENTIGRADE
4. BLACKBODY #1 TEMPERATURE T/M
FUNCTION MEASURES THE TEMPERATURE OF THE BACK-SCAN BLACKBODY
TARGET FOR IN-FLIGHT CALIBRATION CHECK.
RANGE -2 TO +60° CENTIGRADE
RESOLUTION 103MV/DEGREE CENTIGRADE
5. BLACKBODY #2 TEMPERATURE T/M
FUNCTION MEASURES THE TEMPERATURE OF THE BACK-SCAN BLACKBODY
TARGET FOR IN-FLIGHT CALIBRATION CHECK.
RANGE -2 TO +60° CENTIGRADE
RESOLUTION 103 MV/DEGREE CENTIGRADE
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6. PATCH TEMPERATURE T/M
FUNCTION MEASURES THE TEMPERATURE OF THE RADIANT COOLER
DETECTOR MOUNTING STRUCTURE.
RANGE 85 TO 127°K
RESOLUTION 152MV/DEGREE KELVIN
7. MOTOR DRIVE CURRENT T/M
FUNCTION MEASURES CURRENT TO THE MOTOR POWER SUPPLY FOR
THE COMPENSATION AND MIRROR DRIVE MOTORS.
RANGE 0 TO 354 MA
RESOLUTION 18MV/MA
8. +15 VOLT T/M
FUNCTION MONITORS THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE OF THE ELECTRONICS
+ 15V REGULATOR
RANGE -1-1.8 TO +30 V
RESOLUTION 1MV/4.2 MV
9. -15 VOLT T/M
FUNCTION MONITORS THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE OF THE ELECTRONICS
-15V REGULATOR
RANGE 0 TO -19.1V
RESOLUTION 1 MV/3 MV
10. +5 VOLT T/M
FUNCTION MONITORS THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE OF THE ELECTRONICS
+ 5V REGULATOR
RANGE 0 TO +15 V
RESOLUTION 1 iW/2.35 MV
11. DETECTOR #1 BIAS SUPPLY T/M
FUNCTION . MONITORS THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE OF THE -12V REGULATOR
ON THE PRE-AMPLIFIER #1 BOARD.
RANGE 0 TO -12.75V
RESOLUTION 0.5V/VOLT
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12. DETECTOR #2 BIAS SUPPLY T/M
FUNCTION MONITORS THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE OF THE -12V REGULATOR
ON THE PRE-AMPLIFIER #2 BOARD
RANGE 0 TO -12.75V
RESOLUTION 0.5V/VOLT
13. TELEMETRY POWER T/M
FUNCTION MONITORS THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE OF THE TELEMETRY -15V
REGULATOR
RANGE 0 TO -19V
RESOLUTION 1 MV/3 MV
14. CONE COVER POSITION T/M
FUNCTION MONITORS POSITION OF THE RADIANT COOLER COVER
RANGE 0 TO 150 DEGREES
RESOLUTION 41.7 MV/DEGREE
15. PATCH POWER T/M
FUNCTION MONITORS THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE OF THE PATCH TEMPERA-
TURE CONTROL CIRCUIT
RANGE 0 TO 6. MW
RESOLUTION > .57 V/MW
16. CONE WALL HOUSING TEMPERATURE T/M
FUNCTION MONITORS THE TEMPERATURE OF THE CONE WALL HOUSING
STRUCTURE
RANGE +60 TO -25°C
RESOLUTION >60MV/DEGREE CENTIGRADE
17. ELECTRONICS CURRENT
FUNCTION MEASURES CURRENT TO THE ELECTRONICS CIRCUITRY.








19. OFFSET BIAS VOLTAGE
FUNCTION MEASURES OFFSET BIAS REGULATOR SUPPLY VOLTAGE.
RANGE -0.25 TO -7.9V
RESOLUTION .8 3 3V/VOLT.
20. MOTOR HOUSING TEMPERATURE
FUNCTION MEASURES THE TEMP. OF THE SCANNER MOTOR HOUSING.
RANGE -5 TO +50°C
RESOLUTION 116MV/DEGREE CENTIGRADE
21. SCAN MOTOR SPEED
FUNCTION MONITORS SPEED OF THE SCAN MOTOR
RANGE 0-640 RPM
RESOLUTION 10MV/RPM
22. MOMENTUM COMPENSATOR SPEED
FUNCTION MONITORS SPEED OF THE MOMENTUM COMPENSATOR MOTOR.
RANGE 1400 - 5000 RPM
RESOLUTION 1.77MV/RPM
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8.0 INSTRUMENT TEST SUMMARY/FINAL CALIBRATION
Complete test procedures and data are available in the
flight model, "Instruction Manual for the Surface
Composition Mapping Radiometer Vol. II." Table 8.0-1
is a summary extracted from the manual.
8.1 Final calibration curves for the 3 data channels of the
flight model are shown in Figures 8.1-1 thru 8.0-7.
8.2 Figure 8.2-1 is a thermal profile generated from telemetry
readings taken during the final vacuum thermal cycle.
The data indicates that for a 40 C AT at the instrument
baseplate x:
ELECTRONICS AT = 30°C
CONE HOUSING AT = 8.8 C
CONE WALL AT = 4.5°C
UNCONTROLLED PATCH 2 AT = 5.4°C
The Radiant cooler margin to maintain control at nominal
instrument temperature (+15 C) = 4.0 milliwatts x 1.8° =
7.2 DEGREES KELVIN.
1. At the flight level of the thermal vacuum
temperature cycle.
2. Patch margin = 1.8°K/Milliwatt
8-1
FIELD OF VIEW
NORMAL TO SCAN AXIS








LWL/SWL NORMAL TO SCAN AXIS
LWL/VIS. NORMAL TO SCAN AXIS
LWL/SWL PARALLEL TO SCAN AXIS






DETECTOR RESPONSIVITY (110 K)









SLOPE (MV/°K) @ 280°K
0.31°K 0.8°K







LOW POWER .MODE LINE/LINE AVG.
HI POWER MODE LINE/LINE AVG.
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